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THE GROWTH OF KNOWLEDGE
AND SKILL BEFORE WORDS
Human beings are born sociably conscious persons
motivated for cultural mimesis.
From birth children share intentions and experiences,
engaging with others by movements of the body,
which are regulated by feelings both within
themselves, and interpersonally.
They direct attention to objects and persons in
rhythmic actions regulated by qualities of emotion,
which give aesthetic value to objects and events, and
moral value to engagements with persons.

As children grow and share life in a
community they discover the value of
invented ways of acting, with friends.
They learn ideas, instruments, customs
and rituals, as well as the symbols of
language, with affection and humour,
mastering them in dialogue, and
possessing them with pride.
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Culture is artfully conceived, and there are two
sides to the dynamic forms of all human art
- self-regulation:
feeling in the body, in its moving;
- and sharing:
creating meaning in stories of imagined action
and interactive communication or drama.
Art has beauty of self-conscious form, and
moral value in the community.
Music as art in sound must be well done, and
appealing to others’ imagination.
A proud, healthy family in a remote forest in Canada in the 19th Century

Japanese Boy, 10 Months Old,
With His Mother, Appreciating Her Performance
He watches her rhythmic hand play to accompany a
nursery song, and bows politely to her at the end.

‘Musicality’ is the Human Way of Moving, with
Rhythm and Expression -- to Communicate
Stories of Purpose, Thought and Feeling.
It is active in all the ‘Imitative Arts’, which play
with the pulse and melody inherent in movements,
however they may be transmitted -- in sound, by
acting and dancing, by drawing and painting, and
by speaking and writing. All are ‘musical’ in form
and meaning, for those who are moved by them.
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Age-Related Developments in Body and Mind
In the ﬁrst 18 months after birth advances in
communication, self-awareness and learning of
meaning, are related to developments in the body and
movement, and to changes in perception, cognitive
abilities and memory.
The ‘grasp’ of the mind is growing, with new ‘plans
for activity’, and new friends are found.
This growth of a creative human cultural intelligence
needs not ‘stimulation’ of young minds, but the
appreciation of sympathetic human company to
share feelings, actions and experience, in dialogue.

THE DISCOVERY OF PROTO-CONVERSATION
(From analysis of a film of a dialogue between a 9-week-old girl
and her mother by Mary Catherine Bateson, an anthropologist and
linguist, daughter of Gregory Bateson and Margaret Meade)

"The study of timing and sequencing showed that certainly
the mother and probably the infant, in addition to
conforming in general to a regular pattern, were acting to
sustain it or to restore it when it faltered, waiting for the
expected vocalization from the other and then after a pause
resuming vocalization, as if to elicit a response that had not
been forthcoming. These interactions were characterized
by a sort of delighted, ritualized courtesy and more or
less sustained attention and mutual gaze."
(Bateson, 1979, p. 65).

THE BABY LEADS THE DANCE OF INTERSUBJECTIVITY
Jody, 9 weeks old, and his mother at the
Center for Cognitive Studies, Harvard University, 1969

Research Project on Infant Communication with Prof. Jerome
Bruner, Dr. T. Berry Brazelton and Dr. Martin Richards
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Laura, at 6 weeks, starts to chat with her Mother,
Kay, at Edinburgh University. She pays attention.

She smiles as her mother speaks

And she coos, her lips like a trumpet.

She waives her right hand, following her
mother’s talk, taking her turn.

THE BODY SHOWS INTIMATE INTENTIONS
Sounds of a Proto-Conversation
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The rhythms, expressive qualities and narrative
making in movements of dialogues or
'protoconversations' with 2-month-old Laura in
Edinburgh led to Dr. Stephen Malloch, a violinist and
music acoustics expert, to a theory of
Communicative Musicality
This explains how time and energy in moving communicates
by sensing messages in the expressive vitality, or 'ﬂow' of
energy, in human movements.

The theory is explored in a book published this year

Communicative
Musicality:
Exploring the Basis
of Human
Companionship

Stephen Malloch
and
Colwyn Trevarthen

Oxford University
Press 2009
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COMMUNICATIVE MUSICALITY
(Malloch, 1999)
Music communicates because it engages
an Intrinsic Motive Pulse (IMP) in the brain.
The sense of 'musicality' comprises:
(1) PULSE: A rhythmic time sense (syllables, the
beat, phrases and longer elements);
(2) QUALITY: Sensitivity for the temporal
variation in intensity, pitch and timbre of voices and
of instruments that mimic the human voice;
(3) NARRATIVE: Perception of the emotional
development of the melodic line, which supports
anticipation of repeating harmonies, phrases and
emotional forms in a vocal or musical performance.

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/8117915.stm
Scientists in Germany describe flutes dating back to the time that
modern humans began colonising Europe, 35,000 years ago.
They are the oldest musical instruments found to date.
The researchers say that music was widespread in pre-historic
times. It may have been one of a suite of behaviours displayed by
our own species which helped give them an edge over the
Neanderthals.

Narrative
• Pulse and Quality are combined in the forms of
emotional narrative, which allow two persons to
share a sense of purpose in passing time.
• We examine the musical companionship that is
created with her baby as a mother shares a
protoconversation or chants a nursery rhyme.
• We conclude that Communicative Musicality is
vital for companionable communication between
mother and infant.
Stephen Malloch (1999).
The proto-conversational story becomes a life story.

PITCH IS
IN THE
HUMAN
MIND
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A WONDERFUL EXAMPLE OF TRANSMODAL DIALOGUE

A Swedish Mother Sings to Her Blind 5-Month-Old Daughter

Mors lilla Olle

Mother’s little Olle meets
a bear and feeds him
blueberries

•

•

•

•

•

•

Maria shows us the shape of phrases and emotions
she feels in song. This ﬁve-month old blind baby
girl conducts her mother’s songs with her left hand.
Her hand moves 1/3 second before the melody of
her mother’s voice, making graceful gestures, telling
a story she knows well.
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THE HIDDEN REALM OF
‘’VITALITY DYNAMICS’’:
Exploring Dynamic Experience and Vitality in
Psychology, Neuroscience, Development, and Art
Daniel N. Stern, M. D.
Coming soon. Oxford University Press

“Vitality dynamics are psychological, subjective
phenomena. They concern temporally contoured
movements that are initiated by invisible felt forces
… felt as aliveness. Vitality dynamics are …
designed to ﬁt the workings of the human world.”

Consider the following list of words.
exploding
surging
accelerating
Swelling
bursting
fading
drawn out
disappearing ﬂeeting
forcefull
powerful
weak
cresting
pulsing
tentative
rushing
pulling
pushing
Relaxing
langourous
ﬂoating
ﬂuttering
effortful
easy
Tense
gentle
halting
gliding
swinging
tightly
holding still
loosely
bounding
and many more.

“They are the felt experience of force in
movement with a temporal contour and a sense of
aliveness. … shapes of expressive movement.
They concern the How, the manner, the style, not
the What nor the Why.”
“Vitality dynamics are the child of movement.”
“Movement is our primary experience and
vitality dynamic experience is the most primitive
and fundamental of all felt experience.”

“These words are common, but the list is
curious. Most of the words are adverbs or
adjectives. They are not emotions or
motivational states É pure perceptions
É sensations -- they have no modality.
They are not cognitions or acts, as they
have no goal state and no speciﬁc means.
They fall in between all the cracks.”

TIMES OF THE MIND AND OF MUSIC
ARE INNATE
Basic rhythms, and their emotional qualities, are
the same in infants and adults.
This makes communication of the shared vitality
of intentions, interests and feelings possible,
before 'facts' of shared knowledge about actions
and objects are identiﬁed in speech.
THE CHRONOBIOLOGICAL SPECTRUM
OF RHYTHMS
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I

II

SHORTEST
PERCEPTIBLE &
CONTOLLABLE EVENTS

THE PRESENT MOMENT
OF CONSCIOUS ACTING

0.05 to 0.2 seconds

From 0.3 to 6 seconds

Pre-reaching 23 days
after birth.
(A) Vertical displacement of
the centre of the wrist.
Hand part-open at the
climax.

|||||||||||||

(B) acceleration showing
pulsing or stepping.
(C) Frequency histogram of
intervals between lifts of
the wrist for 7 newborns
has a main period of c.
300 msec.

.3 .6 .9 1.2 seconds
Inter-Saccade Interval

(D) Successive postures while
an infant tracks an object
moving slowly to her left.

III
IMAGINED FUTURE & RECALLED
PAST IN ACTION & THOUGHT
(GENERATING & REGULATING
MEMORIES & EXPECTATIONS)
From verses/stanzas of songs &
performances, short narratives/stories,
reasoned arguments, to plans of the day
& lifetimes
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The inside story of energy for the
body goes on slowly when you are
asleep, giving time to imagining and
remembering, to dreams of acting
and experiencing with feeling.
The rhythms of energy can be
shared in the play of intimate
vitality, unconsciously.

A CHILD IS BORN WITH BODY & BRAIN
READY TO DANCE IN COMPANY

Infants are much cleverer than we had
thought at discriminating musical
rhythms and tones of human sounds,
and appreciating a melody.
They hear and learn music of mother's
talk and simple tunes before birth.
INNATE MUSICALITY CONDUCTS
EXPRESSIONS THAT DISPLAY OUR
MENTAL DRAMA

THE RHYTHMS OF SPEECH ARE INNATE
Naseera, born 3 months early, kangarooing with father

Maria, a Musician’s Daughter, 6 Hours Old
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A newborn in Hyderabad, 1/2 hour old is
eagerly tracking a lively ball because someone
is moving it in a ‘game’, teasing him.

NEONATAL IMITATION IS FOR TWO: Research
of Dr. Emese Nagy in Szeged, Hungary, with Newborns

Newborns not only imitate gestures -They can reciprocate in a dialogue
regulated by interest and pleasure
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Two fingers – experimenter

00:06:05:42

Two fingers – baby

00:06:06:91

15 seconds of dialogue
with a baby less than 2 days old

Body movements that ‘talk’ without words

A 6 week old baby girl
-- with her mother, but amusing herself.
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6 hours old

Jaws, lips and tongue express
emotions of affection, and make
movements of 'prespeech',
anticipating the learning of talk.

Newborn infants alyeady have expressive bodies

DEPRESSED MOTHERS
LOSE MUSICALITY -- THEY CANNOT
SHARE MOTIVES AND FEELINGS

Prespeech -- Movements that will make words

In their talk with infants, taking part in
adventures of action and of thought is
more difﬁcult for both, when they are
‘out-of-touch’.
The baby becomes depressed, too.
Contingent, sympathetic response from others
is essential for well-being in dialogue
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Lynne Murray’s Double Television
Replay Test

Baby Shona, 8 Weeks, in one Room,
Her Mother in Another.
They See, and Hear, Each Other on Television

The happy
minute of
Shona’s
mother is
replayed.
Shona is out
of touch,
withdrawn,
sad
when
mother is
just a
recording

GAMES & RITUALS,
WITH PEOPLE
AND WITH THINGS
Person-Person,
with a partner
Person-Person-Object with ‘toys’.

After 3 months, a baby quickly becomes
stronger, more curious, eager to look at
surroundings, and to grasp and manipulate
things.
There is a growing tension between doing
something for oneself, or with others -- and this
makes for self-consciousness, teasing and fun,
and invention of games. (This is why the infant
begins to ﬁnd mirrors interesting -- they tease
expectations of communication)
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Leanne, 4 months:

Enjoying a song.

Looking about.

Reaching for a ball.

Ignoring mother
“If it’s your foot you want, here!”

Vasudevi
Reddy
“How
Infants
Know
Minds”
Harvard
University
Press
2008

‘SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS’ AT 3 MONTHS
Vasudevi
Reddy’s
study of
babies’
‘coyness’ in
front of the
mirror
began her
interest in
‘other
awareness’.

A mother and all the family become more
lively. They start playing rhythmic body
games, and enjoy music, songs and dancing
which become part of the fun of their life
together.
They are sharing their special rituals and
dramas, feeling them intimately in their
bodies and minds, and remembering them in a
‘proto-culture’.
They negotiate the invented life of meaning.

Jack, 4 Months, learns to say, “AAH
BOO”, and when he does it, his
mother says, “You get a kiss for that”,
and she kisses him on the forehead.

Research on songs for infants in many languages has
taught us how we share story-telling underneath, or
beyond, the spoken word -- in the body.
The infant's rhythmical feelings can be mirrored
and modiﬁed by song and instrumental music.
Responses to music prove that the organized rhythm
and melody catch a baby's attention and move him
or her to dancing in time with hands and legs.
Songs are quickly learned and remembered. They
become favourite messages of friendship, emblems of
the infant’s identity, or membership of a group.
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MUSICAL COMPANIONSHIP
The rhythm and expression of music carries
a message of human company, the friendly
‘Other’, telling a moving narrative, giving fresh
human purpose to time in the mind.
Music teacher and psychologist Dr. Katerina
Mazokopaki has studied the development of
rhythmic talents of babies in Crete.
Mazokopaki, K. & Kugiumutzakis, G. (2008). Infant rhythms:
Expressions of musical companionship. In Malloch, S. & Trevarthen,
C. (Eds.) Communicative Musicality: Narratives of expressive gesture
and being human, 185-208. Oxford: Oxford University Press.

Babies at home in Crete celebrate the pleasure of a traditional Greek
children’s song. They happily express their appreciation of musical
rhythm.
Georgos, 3.5 months, dances with face and hands.
Katerina, 9 months, beats time with her arms. Both sing.

Baby Panos hears the story the music is
telling. He is sitting on the floor at home
in Crete by himself when a cheerful song
comes on from the radio.
• First he is surprised and interested.

• Then he looks around, “Who is there?”.
• He smiles with pleasure, recognising
the happy sounds.
Seated on the carpet, Panos, 9 months, beats time with his hand and
Anna, 10 months, who stand in her cot, bounces and sings with her
whole body, wiggling her hips. Both also sing their delight.

SURPRISE

INTEREST

JOY

PARTICIPATION

• And then he joins in, celebrating the
rhythm with his hand and 'singing’.
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A FAVOURITE ACTION SONG

Megan, “Round and round the garden”

Round and round the gar-den,
•
‘
•
‘ • •
Ran a ted-dy bear,
•
‘ • ‘ •
One step, two step,
•
•
•
•
Tic-kl-y un-der there.
•
‘ ‘ • ‘ • -

“-- and a tickly under there!”

Leanne, 5 months. “Round and round the garden”,
with Interest and Pleasure.

A POPULAR SCOTTISH CLAPPING STORY

Clappa, clappa handies,
•
‘ •
‘• •
Mommy’s at the well,
•
‘ • ‘
•
Daddy’s away to Hamilton,
•
‘•
‘ • ‘ •
To buy wee Megan a bell.
‘ • ‘
•
‘ •
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Megan, 5 months, “Clappa-clappa-handies”

Emma, 6 months: Looking at self, touching Mother’s tongue
Her pride is marked by the circles.

Clapping hands with shared joy; imitating, watching own tongue

Emma, 6 months: “Clap Handies!” (She is left-handed).

Emma, 6 months,
On father’s knee.
Her mother says,
“Clap handies!”
Emma ‘shows’ or
‘performs’
to the camera,
with intent look
and a proud grin.
(Photo © John and Penelope Hubley, 1979)

That’s pride!

But, With a Stranger she is worried and ‘Ashamed’
-- He does not ‘get it’.
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Even a nice stranger is hard for a 10-month-old to bear.

And Mother gets told off!

DEVELOPMENT OF
COOPERATING IN TASKS

Beginning to share the endless game of
cultural jobs to do, and tools to do them.

‘Secondary Intersubjectivity’ or
Sharing Tasks
At about 9 months important advances occur in
sharing experience.
The baby’s increased interest in what other
people are doing and the things they use leads to
following directive messages, trying to make
conventional messages or to use objects
‘properly’ -- in the approved ‘ritual’ way.
This is vital preparation for learning language to
name meanings or conventions of ‘human sense’.

“Master Baby” by Sir William Orchardson, Scottish National Gallery.

A one-year-old with her mother. Person-Person-Object Game.
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Toddlers play with and explore an
imaginative ‘unreality’ that others
believe has beauty and practical value.
On their own, and with friends, the
make practical sense of the world
creatively, sharing the pleasure of
knowing and doing.
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Leanne
3 years.
Emma
27
Months.
Reading,
Counting
&
Having
Tea

Knowing
The
Names
For
Cup
Spoon
Fork
Knife
Saucer

Imaginary hot tea and cake. It is the ritual that matters

Caring for a baby

How little girls in Mexico learn to weave. (They call school ‘paper learning’)
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A Place of Pre-School Education
in all kinds of Useful Knowledge.
Where meaning grows in companionship, making
a community beyond, but with, each family,
letting each child’s talents thrive.

A Community of Learners

Stories, personalities and the rituals of agency
become more elaborate, and there is more
understanding of the view points
and feelings of others.
Cameron House Nursery School
Edinburgh
(With permission of the Head Mistress)
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